Solvent dynamics in a glass-forming liquid from 300 K to 3 K: What photon echoes can teach us
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Abstract

The temperature dependence of the optical non-linear response of dye molecules dissolved in a glass-forming liquid over a temperature range that includes the glass transition is investigated. Cooling down to temperatures below the glass transition dramatically slows the diffusive motion of the solvent molecules, while the bath retains its strong amorphous character. The results of ultrafast experiments such as echo-peak shift and heterodyne-detected echo are presented. The temperature dependence of the optical response is discussed within the context of the multimode Brownian oscillator model that is commonly used to describe dynamics in liquids. Freezing out a large part of the bath fluctuations allows for testing of the physical interpretation associated with this model. A temperature-dependent spectral density is proposed that can describe the results at all temperatures over the explored temperature range. The temperature dependence follows readily from the physical processes that are associated with the various parts of the density of states, with the exception of the fastest modes. The temperature dependence of these modes is inspected closely and the spectral shape is reinterpreted.
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1. Introduction

Glasses are omnipresent in daily life. From high-tech computer memory elements, solar cells and optic fibers, to the low-tech application of many metal alloys, plastics and of course windowpanes, all these applications rely on glass-specific qualities [1,2]. For instance, the isotropic optical nature of a glass window pane is a direct result of the lack of translational long-range order, as are other macroscopic properties such as the low thermal conductivity.

Even though glasses are utilized everywhere and anywhere in our daily lives, our understanding of these materials is quite limited. The principal question that remains is how the properties of a material, once the glass transition is passed, can suddenly change so drastically without a major structural rearrangement on a molecular level.

If the cooling rate is high enough, a liquid can be cooled to a super-cooled state where the properties of the substance are still those of a liquid, although the temperature is lower than the freezing point [3]. When the temperature is lowered further, its volume keeps decreasing continuously. At some point, the cooling results in a drastic increase in the viscosity of the super-cooled liquid. This is where the glass transition temperature $T_g$ is reached. Below this temperature the substance is in the glass state and the thermal expansion rate is smaller than that of the liquid. The liquid-to-glass transition is an example of a higher-order phase transition since derivative functions of the chemical potential, such as volume, entropy, enthalpy...
and heat capacity change, continuously at a narrow temperature interval as they do not in a first-order phase transition [4].

The precise temperature at which the liquid-to-glass transition occurs depends on the cooling rate. At some point molecular motions become so slow that a time-independent equilibrium state can no longer be maintained. In other words, the system reaches a non-ergodic state, since the precise condition is dependent on the thermal history of the sample. For different cooling rates this occurs at different temperatures, hereby causing the small variation in glass transition temperatures. Typically, variation of the cooling rate by an order of magnitude changes the glass temperature by a few Kelvin. This hampers a consistent definition of the glass transition temperature [5–7].

Most of the current theories on glass formation concentrate on the ergodicity-breaking aspect of the glass transition; the focus is on kinetic events that lead to the thermodynamic change of state. The thermodynamic aspects of the transition can be illustrated by observing the change in entropy of a super-cooled liquid, cooled down from the freezing point to the glass temperature, in comparison with that of the corresponding crystal at the same temperature. The entropy of the super-cooled liquid, although much higher at first, decreases more rapidly and approaches the entropy of the crystal because the specific heat of the liquid is larger than that of the crystal. The temperature at which the entropies of both phases would be equal is called the Kauzmann temperature $T_K$. The entropy of the super-cooled liquid would even reach a negative value at a finite temperature if the temperature was lowered below this point (the so-called Kauzmann paradox [8]). Since the existence of an amorphous phase with lower entropy than the well-ordered crystalline phase is unphysical, a pronounced change in the specific heat has to occur before this temperature is reached, i.e. the glass transition. This fact sets up a lower limit on the glass temperature, independent of the cooling rate, and highlights the underlying thermodynamic basis of the transition [9,10].

Although the nature of the glass transition is still not completely understood, significant advances have been made in this field in recent times [5]. In the high-temperature regime well above the glass temperature, upon cooling, the liquid becomes viscous but is always ergodic; its properties have no history dependence. The dynamics of the system in this region are described by means of a model based on molecular collisions. At the highest temperatures the system is expected to respond on perturbations with relaxation times that depend exponentially on temperature, i.e. with a normal Arrhenius-type dependence.

This changes however, when the temperature is lowered further. Dielectric relaxation, viscosity, diffusion and other parameters connected to molecular mobility need to be described within another framework in this region, since the observables show deviations from an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence. In absence of a complete description of glass formation a plethora of equations is used to fit experimental temperature dependence of relaxation rates. From these the Vogel–Fulcher (VF) equation is the most famous [11,12]. It models non-Arrhenius behavior by assuming a divergence temperature at which all relaxation comes to a halt. This divergence temperature, however, usually deviates substantially from the glass temperature [13–17]. Furthermore, besides the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates, the relaxation functions themselves become non-exponential with time in this regime, which is an indication of the existence of distributions of relaxation regimes in the liquid [18].

At the temperature of the actual transition not only does the history of the studied material influence the observables of interest, but also the timescale of the perturbation and the measurement itself influence these observables. The common methods for describing relaxation dynamics are no longer practical since they can only be effectively applied over limited temperature intervals and timescales. The widespread assumption [19–24] is that the non-exponential relaxation processes with respect to temperature and time are strongly influenced by the underlying potential energy landscape spanned by all the degrees of freedom it has. Landscape paradigms are commonly used to describe the qualitative behavior of complex systems [25]. In the case of amorphous materials, the shape of the landscape in the vicinity of its configurational state and particularly the height of surrounding barriers and ridges determine the amount of configurational space the system can explore. Evidence is mounting [26,27] that the onset of non-exponential relaxation corresponds to a well-defined cross-over temperature (well above the glass temperature) below which the system can no longer freely explore all configurational space but instead is confined to deep basins in the landscape. At lower temperatures the system is trapped in the lowest accessible part of such a basin.

The chemical reactivity of some reactant dissolved in a liquid or a glass as well as the spectroscopic characteristics of a dye molecule in solution are strongly affected by the interactions between solute and solvent. The dynamics of these interactions lead to fluctuations of the energy levels of the relevant electronic states of the solute. The optical dynamics are therefore key to understanding the solute’s reactivity in the condensed phase. The fluctuations of the energy levels can make reacting systems cross potential energy barriers and subsequently dissipate excess energy. Furthermore, the solvent–solute interactions can allow for coupling of states, and thus create reaction pathways, that would otherwise not occur. In spectroscopy, these fluctuations create variations in the size of the energy gap associated with the optical transitions. In steady-state optical experiments this usually yields broad featureless spectra that mask the underlying dynamics with very little difference between the optical properties of a chromophore dissolved in a glass or in a liquid [28,29]. The broad spectra are a measure of the amplitude of the frequency fluctuations of the optical transition, which depends on the variations in direct surroundings of the individual
chromophores. Since the amorphous character in both phases of a certain solvent is similar, so are the linear spectra. However, the dynamics that are hidden beneath the linear spectra differ fundamentally, and various models exist that describe the temporal changes of the involved transition frequencies.

The energy gap dynamics can be probed by the non-linear optical techniques such as three-pulse echoes (3PE), three-pulse echo-peak shift experiments (3PEPS) and heterodyne-detected photon echoes (HDPE) [30,31]. The above mentioned non-linear spectroscopic techniques essentially measure the decay of quantum mechanical coherences due to solute–solvent interactions. Since it is not practical to treat all of the solvent degrees of freedom explicitly, a density matrix approach is generally used to average over the less important bath degrees of freedom, while treating the solute and the most relevant modes of the solvent in a more detailed fashion. The multimode Brownian oscillator (MBO) model for example allows for a simple interpretation of system-bath dynamics in terms of overdamped and underdamped harmonic oscillators [30,32]. The oscillators can be viewed as solvent (or solute) degrees of freedom that are strongly coupled to the electronic states of interest. The optical coherence decays on a time number scales varying from tens of femtoseconds to milliseconds. The set of oscillators needed to adequately describe this coherence loss can be expressed as a spectral density (SD) of states, and the various features in this distribution can be assigned to specific aspects of system-bath dynamics. The MBO model has also been tested at lower temperatures [30,32–35].

On the experimental side, as the fastest dynamics in liquids or glasses at room temperatures occur at a 10's of fs timescale, one needs an adequate femtosecond time resolution to follow the dynamics in real time. Weiner et al. were the first to study the temperature dependence of the 3PEPS in a glass host [36,37]. In the 3PEPS experiment, the maximum of the time-integrated echo signal from zero delay is measured at a certain waiting time as a function of the temperature. A linear increase of ~30 fs of the echo-peak shift was found when cooling a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) sample doped with cresyl violet from 290 K to 15 K. This was explained as a transition from homogenous (i.e., a static distribution of states), to inhomogeneous (i.e., a static distribution of transition frequencies) broadening due to smearing of the vibrational structure of individual dye molecules. Despite the clearly resolved echo-peak shift in the low temperature scattering data, a pronounced echo tail, indicative of a long dephasing time $T_2$, was not observed. The waiting time measurements at a fixed temperature did not show any appreciable changes in the echo-peak position which was interpreted as indication that spectral diffusion does not play a major role in the polymer matrix.

In a later study by Bardeen et al. [38,39] the two-pulse echo (2PE) and the 3PE response of two other dyes, Oxazine 4 and Styril 7, dissolved in both PMMA and polyvinyl alcohol were measured for temperatures from 30 K to 300 K. The echo decays in the case of the Styril dye were too fast to be discussed in a meaningful way at any temperature. In the case of the Oxazine dye, the signal was interpreted as a combination of one dominant vibrational mode and a single exponential decay of the polarization. A linear dependence of the dephasing rate associated with this exponential decay with temperature was found. The authors remarked that this is consistent with linear coupling of the transition to the phonon bath when the so-called high-temperature limit (i.e. $kT \gg \hbar \omega$) is valid for all phonons at all temperatures. This implies that the dephasing is caused by low-frequency modes, that is, by those modes whose frequencies lie well below 20 cm$^{-1}$. However, the dephasing time caused by these modes in the echo decays was measured as ~50 fs, which corresponds to phonon frequencies in the range of 1000 cm$^{-1}$. Therefore, the system’s frequency fluctuations appear to be Markovian when the correlation time is considered, and should thus be described using high frequency modes. Hence, there exists an apparent incongruity between the linear temperature dependence of the dephasing rates and the Markovian character of the echo decays. The authors suggested that the linear coupling representation as implied by the MBO model is inadequate, and that quadratic or higher coupling terms need to be considered.

On the other hand, Nagasawa et al. [40–42] concluded that the MBO model should still be readily applicable to describe the optical dephasing of the infrared dyes IR144 and DTTCI dissolved in polyvinylformal and PMMA down to temperatures of 30 K. Besides considering the 3PE signal and the absorption spectrum, they also studied the 3PEPS and transient grating scattering, which afforded a more detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of the modes involved in the optical dephasing process. The experiments revealed an initial decay of the echo-peak shift that could be modeled by assuming fast dephasing of intramolecular vibrational wave packets and an inertial solvent response, followed by quantum beats originating from the prominent intramolecular modes of the dye. Nagasawa et al. found that in these glasses the inertial response was best modeled using a severely damped oscillator to allow for some undershoot in the echo-peak shift data. At the same time they indicated that the precise characterization of this mode is limited by the resolution obtained in the analysis of the experimental data. Contrary to the experiments by Bardeen et al., the detailed computer simulations showed that the echo-peak shift signal, the absorption and Raman spectra could be self-consistently reproduced at all temperatures, by assuming a fixed spectral density in terms of the MBO model. Furthermore, according to the experiments by Nagasawa et al. the relatively weak coupling of DTTCI to its vibrational and bath modes results in a more prominent temperature dependence of the echo-peak shift when compared with other dyes like IR 144.

Optical dephasing of zinc–octaethylporphine in several glass-forming liquids at temperature from 0.35 K to a maximum of 100 K was investigated by Vainer and Gruzdev...
[43–48] using narrowband two-pulse and incoherent photon echoes. They were able to distinguish between a low temperature range, where dephasing mechanisms related to tunneling of the system to nearly almost degenerate minima in the energy landscape were dominant, and a higher temperature range where the dephasing was best described by the coupling of the chromophore to one or two low-frequency vibrational bath modes.

Summarizing the literature review, almost all previously reported studies concentrated on polymer solvents that show no phase transition in the temperature range under consideration. With respect to the bath dynamics, the polymer host can be considered similar to a glass. Only the above mentioned narrowband studies by Vainer and Grudev et al. used a simple glass-forming liquid and a wide temperature range, but these studies were also conducted at temperatures that were below the glass transition at all instances. No glass transition occurred in the temperature ranges that have been studied, and experimentally, no major deviations from theoretical predictions for the line broadening have been reported.

In this paper the temperature dependence of solvent dynamics in a glass-forming host is studied using a number of steady-state and ultrafast four-wave mixing spectroscopic techniques from room temperature down to the cryogenic regime. The applied temperature range includes a phase transition of the solvent at 150 K where all diffusive solvent motion slows down to a completely static state of affairs. The results of temperature-dependent echo-peak shift and heterodyne-detected photon echo experiments in glass-forming liquids are reported. The limits wherein the ability of the MBO model to accommodate temperature changes with a temperature-independent spectral density are discussed. It is found that the temperature dependence of the MBO parameters matches largely the expected temperature dependence of the microscopical physical processes that underlie the modes in question. However, the fastest mode that is frequently associated with dephasing of the vibronic manifolds does not depend on temperature in a way that is characteristic for an MBO mode. Therefore, this mode is attributed to anharmonic coupling of pseudo-local phonon modes to the electronic transition, since its temperature dependence ties in with such or a similar mechanism much better.

2. Theory

Even without choosing a particular model for the solute–solvent interactions the optical response in a time-resolved optical experiment can be defined in terms of a normalized autocorrelation function of the energy gap using very general arguments. The echo experiments in this paper are also described in terms of the same two-time correlation functions of the energy gap:

\[
M(t_1, t_2) = \frac{\langle \delta \omega(t_2) \delta \omega(t_1) \rangle}{\langle \delta \omega(t_1) \rangle^2},
\]

where \( \delta \omega(t) \) is the time-dependent optical transition frequency of the solvated molecule and the brackets indicate a statistical average over the ensemble. Various models can be applied for relating the correlation function to the physical processes of bath dynamics. The phonon-based harmonic mode models are well-established descriptions for solvation dynamics in the high-temperature high-fluidity regime. It makes sense to only consider a few relevant solvent modes explicitly in the Hamiltonian instead of all possible bath modes. In the MBO model this is done by coupling the adiabatic eigenstates of the optical system linearly to a limited number of nuclear harmonic oscillator modes. These modes can then either depend on the nuclear state of the system or also couple to the system in precise the same way as a Gauss–Markov heat bath would [30,34]. Here we present a brief overview of the MBO model; for more details the reader is redirected to the book by Mukamel [30].

In the MBO model the system is described as a two level Hamiltonian, but now coupled to a number of harmonic oscillators that describe the nuclear coordinates \( \mathbf{Q}_b \) of the bath:

\[
\hat{H}_{\text{tot}} = |g\rangle \langle \hat{H}_e(Q_b) + \hat{h}_e(Q_b)|g\rangle + |e\rangle \langle \hat{H}_e(Q_b) + \hat{h}_e(Q_b)|e\rangle. \tag{2}
\]

For convenience the system modes are described as two linearly displaced harmonic potentials:

\[
\hat{H}_{eg} = \frac{P^2}{2m} + \frac{m_0 \omega_0^2}{2} (Q + D_{k,e})^2. \tag{3}
\]

The system with momentum \( P \), coordinate \( Q \), mass \( m \), frequency \( \omega_0 \) and displacement \( D (D_{k,e} \equiv 0) \) couples to a number of \( N \) harmonic modes

\[
\hat{h}(Q_b) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{P_i}{2m_i} + \frac{m_i \omega_i^2}{2} (q_i + c_i Q_b)^2, \tag{4}
\]

that in turn have momentum, coordinate, mass, frequency and also a coupling constant \( c_i \). These modes result in a damping of the harmonic oscillator that is usually taken to be independent of its frequency

\[
\gamma_i(\omega) = \frac{c_i^2}{2m_i \omega_i^2} \delta(\omega - \omega_i) \approx \gamma_i. \tag{5}
\]

Moreover, since the two potentials of the harmonic chromophore are linearly displaced, any change in its coordinates will result in an energy fluctuation that depends on the displacement. In this idealized case, all the solvent dynamics are related to a correlation function of the energy gap through the spectral density of states. In the MBO model it is simply supposed to consist of a number of harmonic modes:

\[
C(\omega) = \sum_{i} C_i(\omega) = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{i} \frac{\lambda_i \omega_i^2 \gamma_i \omega}{(\omega_i^2 - \omega^2) + \omega^2 \gamma_i^2}. \tag{6}
\]
A defining point of the MBO model is that it treats the system as two identical harmonic potentials that couple linearly to the harmonic bath modes. The coupling term \( h(Q_s, Q_b) \) in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) is expressed using a cumulant expansion that is cut off after the linear term. At room temperature when the bath fluctuates fast and with nearly identical potential energy surfaces of the system’s ground and excited state, this is a reasonable approximation. In the case that the ground and excited-state propagate differently in time or when the fluctuations are slower, so that the fluctuation dissipation theorem does not hold, however, higher-order coupling terms might need to be considered.

The key experimental observable in this paper is the photon echo signal. It is proportional to the third-order optical polarization that can be expressed as a convolution of the three incident fields and the non-linear system response function \( R(3) \) [30]:

\[
P^{(3)}(r, t) = \int_0^\infty dt_1 \int_0^\infty dt_2 \int_0^\infty dt_3 R^{(3)}(t_1, t_2, t_3) E_1(t, t - t_3) \\
\times E_2(t, t - t_3 - t_2) E_3(t, t - t_3 - t_2 - t_1).
\]  

(7)

The third-order response function \( R^{(3)} \) is determined by the dependence of the nonlinear susceptibility on the material parameters as the transition dipole moments and electronic energy levels of the chromophores, and is therefore influenced by all nuclear and electronic motions and relaxation processes of the system.

The stochastic averaging over all possible frequency fluctuations \( \delta \omega \) indicated by the brackets in Eq. (1), can be performed in various ways. The method of choice depends on the knowledge of the physics of the fluctuations. When the fluctuations are random, with frequency offsets probabilities that can be described by a time-independent normal distribution, the exponential terms that make up the above system response can be expanded into a Taylor series. The terms of the expansions are subsequently rearranged as a sum of two-time correlation functions. In the MBO model the averaging and integration can be performed and the results is expressed as a line broadening function \( g(t) \):

\[
\left\langle \exp \left[ -i \int_0^t d\omega \delta \omega(t) \right] \right\rangle = \exp[ -g(t) ].
\]  

(8)

Since the evolution of the bath states in this model also depends on the system evolution, line broadening function is, in general, a complex quantity:

\[
g(t) = A^2 \int_0^\infty dt_1 \int_0^\infty dt_2 M'(\tau_2) - i \lambda \int_0^\infty dt [1 - M''(\tau)].
\]  

(9)

Two static parameters, \( \lambda \) and \( A \) are the reorganization energy due to the relaxation of the bath upon a change of state of the system, and the root mean square of amplitude of the frequency fluctuations, respectively. The correlation functions \( M'(t) \) and \( M''(t) \) are connected to the SD as follows:

\[
M'(t) = \frac{1}{A^2} \int_0^\infty d\omega \frac{C(\omega)}{\omega} \coth \left[ \frac{\hbar \omega}{2k_B T} \right] \cos[\omega t],
\]  

(10)

\[
M''(t) = \frac{1}{\lambda} \int_0^\infty d\omega \frac{C(\omega)}{\omega} \cos[\omega t].
\]  

(11)

The parameters \( \lambda \) and \( A \) can be calculated from Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively, by recalling that both correlation functions are normalized to unity at zero time.

Since the SD \( C(\omega) \) is assumed to be temperature independent when dealing with harmonic potentials, population changes among the states, represented through the hyperbolic cotangent term, introduce the temperature dependence expected in the MBO model. From a practical point of view, the temperature independence of the spectral density makes it more convenient observable than the correlation function.

When calculating the third-order optical response function, a combination of Brownian oscillators (BO’s) can be used to make up the spectral density. These modes can have different characteristics depending on their damping factors, amplitudes, etc. The resulting spectral density is simply the sum of the various modes as in Eq. (6). It has been shown that there are three main types of oscillators that are needed to accurately describe the signal in the experiments with femtosecond pulses. First of all, prominent quantum beats in the echo signals are indicative of intramolecular vibrational dynamics that are described by underdamped Brownian oscillator (UBO) modes \( (\gamma_i < \omega_i) \):

\[
C(\omega) = \frac{\lambda_i}{2\pi} \frac{\omega_i}{(\omega_i - \omega)^2 + (\gamma_i/2)^2}.
\]  

(12)

The associated coupling strength parameters are interrelated through:

\[
\Delta_i^2 = \int_0^\infty C(\omega) \coth \left( \frac{\hbar \omega}{2k_B T} \right) = \lambda_i \omega_i \coth \left( \frac{\hbar \omega_i}{2k_B T} \right).
\]  

(13)

These modes are dependent on the type of chromophores used and nearly independent of the type of solvent, and therefore their intramolecular character is broadly acknowledged.

Secondly, the correlation function typically decays on a number of times scales, varying from 100’s fs to over 100’s ps depending on the solvent. These modes are generally associated with diffusion like solvent motion and are expressed as several strongly overdamped \( (\gamma_i \gg \omega_i) \) oscillators:

\[
C_i(\omega) = \frac{2\lambda_i A_i \omega}{\pi (\Delta_i^2 + \omega^2)},
\]  

(14)

where \( A_i = \omega_i^2/\gamma_i \). The strongly overdamped Brownian oscillator (SOBO) is very useful for understanding solvent dynamics because when the high-temperature limit (HTL) applies, i.e. \( \hbar A_i/k_B T \ll 1 \), it yields a simple inverse correlation time of the system-bath fluctuations. In the HTL, the relation between the two normalization constants becomes
\[ \Delta t^2 = \frac{2k_B T \lambda_n}{h}. \]

This type of oscillator is used to describe the effects of spectral diffusion. Two or three of such SOBO oscillators are often needed to adequately model the correlation function in echo experiments. The correlation times of these modes are strongly solvent dependent. It is important to realize that for low temperatures the validity of the high-temperature limit has to be verified. Static inhomogeneity is also modeled with a SOBO oscillator with a correlation time that is much longer than the longest experimental timescale.

Thirdly and finally, an ultrafast decay is found for all solutes in all solvents on the time scale of tens of femtoseconds. The fastest part of this decay is usually attributed (at least, in part) to a free-induction type decay due to impulsive excitation of the vibronic manifold, as known from the theory of radiationless processes [49]. Since this decay occurs almost on the same timescale as the resolution of the femtosecond experiments, it is often not included in MBO analysis. This is because at the shortest timescales, the analysis of correlation function through echo signals is complicated.

Besides this intramolecular decay, the fastest of the solvent modes decays on a typical timescale of about 100 fs. Therefore, this remaining part of the ultrafast decay is often linked to inertial solvent motions that happen when the first shell of solvent molecules reacts to the change in the electronic state of the chromophores. Both these fast decays can be modeled using a Gaussian spectral distribution (GSD) of undamped \((\gamma_i = 0)\) oscillators:

\[ C(\omega) = \frac{2\omega_0 \omega}{\sqrt{2\pi \rho_0}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\omega^2}{2\rho_0^2} \right]. \]

This contribution to the spectral density is often used to relate the ultrafast decay to the solvation frequency \((\omega_0)\) that is found in molecular dynamics simulations of solvent dynamics [50–54]. In several studies, it was noted that the time scale of the inertial solvent response is similar for different solvents and that the precise spectral shape of the contribution is not vital when describing the data [41,55,56]. For instance, in polymers a decay on a similar timescale is often described using a single strongly damped oscillator.

Concluding this section, we note that the part of the spectral density that is covered by the group of SOBO’s and one of the fast GSD modes is considered to describe pure solvent dynamics. The similarities of this part of the spectral density with the pure solvent spectral densities probed by Raman experiments and especially optical Kerr effect (OKE) experiments are striking, although there is no proven theoretical correspondence between the echo and the neat solvent experiments [40,57–62]. Due to the abstract nature of this type of model for solvent dynamics, one learns little about the precise origins of this part of the correlation function, although the evidence seems to suggest collision induced phase relaxation. Therefore, temperature-dependent measurements should be instructive in further identifying the underlying processes.

3. Experimental

The laser used in the femtosecond experiments was a cavity-dumped Ti:sapphire oscillator pumped by a Spectra Physics Millennia Nd:YVO4 laser [63,64]. The acousto-optical Bragg cell was operated in a double-pass geometry with its folding mirrors in a confocal position and driven by a 5 W electronic driver (CAMAC systems). Damping efficiencies up to 80% with contrast ratios with preceding and succeeding pulses to over 10^3 were achieved. The laser typically generated 40 nJ, 14 fs pulses at a 10 kHz repetition rate.

The pulses produced by the cavity-dumped laser were pre-compressed by double-passing the laser output through two fused-silica prisms to attain the shortest pulses in the sample. Four pulses were used in the heterodyned femtosecond echo experiments, three excitation pulses and a local oscillator pulse (Fig. 1). The pulses were timed using 0.1 μm precision delay stages (Newport) and subsequently focused in the sample with 125 mm focal length singlet lenses. One of the pulse trains was modulated by a mechanical chopper.

The sample was mounted in an Oxford Instruments Varixx helium cryostat. The temperature in the cryostat could be varied to any temperature from 300 K to 1.7 K using either liquid nitrogen or liquid helium as a cooling agent. The temperature could be stabilized using an active temperature controller (Oxford Instruments) with a 0.1 K precision. The total amount of dispersive material in the optical path of all beams before the cryostat was carefully equalized using compensating plates. Cross-correlations of all possible combinations of pulses were measured inside the cryostat either by mounting a two-photon photodiode on the sample rod [65], or by using a 100 μm KDP crystal with subsequent detection of the second harmonic. These measurements indicated that high-order contributions to the dispersion by the cryostat windows did lead to slight (~15–20%) broadening of the excitation pulses at the place of the sample position.

The echo signals were detected by photodiodes and processed through two lock-in amplifiers. Stray light was

---

Fig. 1. The pulse sequence as used in the experiments. The two echo signals in conjugated directions \(k_e = k_1 + k_2 - k_3\) and \(k'_e = k_3 - k_2 + k_1\) were detected simultaneously.
blocked using a mask and detecting at a 2 m distance via pick-up mirrors and occasionally via a spatial filter. Data collection and the control of the delay stages was computer controlled. All experiments could be run in a completely automated manner without intervention of the experimentalist.

Solutions of 3,3’-diethylthiatricarbocyanine iodide (DTTCI, Lambda Physik) in a 1:1 volume mixture of ethanol and 1,2-propanediol with an optical density of ~0.15 at the absorption maximum at 77 K were used as sample material. The dye was chosen for its spectrum that matches the excitation spectrum, solubility, photo-stability and for the experience that had already been gathered using this dye in room-temperature photon echo experiments [63,67,68]. The solvent was chosen for the optical quality of the glasses it forms. The sample was mounted in a 1 mm quartz cuvette. After cooling down, the sample was left to settle for at least an hour. Note that with the development of cooling techniques with rates well over $10^8$ K s$^{-1}$ [70], it is now generally believed that all condensates can be prepared as a glass [6,7]. Therefore, formally speaking, the term “a glass-forming liquid” is somewhat misleading since glasses can be produced from all liquids. Nonetheless, the term will be used here to identify those liquids that form glasses already at relatively low cooling rates, about $10^{-5}$–$10^{-1}$ K s$^{-1}$ [71]. This is particularly true for liquids that have a value of the ratio of boiling to freezing temperatures that is larger than 2.0 such as the ethanol/propanediol mixture used in the present experiments [72].

To make sure no sample heating effects occur, the excitation pulse intensity never exceeded 1 nJ, and usually were ~500 pJ at the sample. Also, the repetition rate was kept at 10 kHz. At these pulse energies an estimate suggests that transient temperature effects play no role in our experiments [73,74]. Notwithstanding the low pulse energies, at temperatures below 80 K and right above the glass temperature (at 150 K, see below), where the heat capacity of the sample was small, some bleaching occurred over the time scale of several scans (4 hour). To counteract this, the sample was moved within the cryostat to refresh the sample in the focal volume.

The following two main scenarios were utilized experimentally. First, time-integrated echo signals with the local oscillator blocked were measured in the phase-matched directions (Fig. 1) by square-law detectors:

$$S_{\text{homodyne}}(t_{12}, t_{13/23}) \propto \int |P^3(t; t_{12}, t_{13/23})|^2 \, dt.$$ (17)

Typical traces, collected in such an experiment when the time between the first two pulses $t_{12}$ (the coherence time) was scanned, are depicted in Fig. 2a. Specifically, the two traces represent the scan with the timing $t_{13}$ between the first and the third pulse fixed and the scan with the timing $t_{23}$ (the waiting time) between the second and third pulse fixed. This yields an echo signal respectively in the $k_x$ and the $k_z$ direction (Fig. 1). If similar scans are repeated at different waiting times $t_{13}$ and the echo maximum in the $t_{12}$-direction is plotted as a function of the time $t_{13}$, we arrive at the echo-peak shift experiment. To establish the position of the echo maximum, the traces are usually fitted with a Gaussian profile. To allow for asymmetric profiles at short waiting times, the traces were subsequently fitted with a third-order polynomial around the first guess of the maximum to pinpoint the maximum more precisely. The echo-peak shift is half of the distance between the maxima of the two traces and was plotted against the waiting time.

Another arrangement of this same scenario is realized when the time $t_{12}$ is set at a certain value while the delay $t_{13}$ is scanned. This records the so-called longitudinal echo scan. A particular case of such strategy is well-known transient grating experiment ($t_{12} = 0$).

![Fig. 2.](image-url) (a) Typical echo-peak shift traces. The light grey trace is an echo signal as a function of the coherence time $t_{12}$ with the time $t_{13}$ between pulse 1 and 3 fixed, detected in the $k_x$ direction. The dark grey trace is an echo signal with the time between pulse 2 and 3 fixed, detected in the $k_z$ direction. The dashed curves are Gaussian fits. The arrow indicates approximately two times the echo-peak shift. (b) Typical heterodyned echo signal. The delay of the local oscillator $t_{34}$ is scanned and the other pulse timings are: $t_{12} = 10$ fs, $t_{13} = 210$ fs. The dotted curve represents the Fourier filtered signal (i.e., the signal envelop) while the dashed curve is the Gaussian fit. The sample temperature is 300 K.
The second experimental scenario implies that one of the echo signals is mixed with a fourth pulse, the so-called local oscillator. The detected signal becomes proportional to the product of the emitted echo field and the local oscillator field:

$$S_{\text{heterodyne}}(t_{12}, t_{23}/13, t_{34}) \propto \int_0^\infty \text{Re} \left[ \rho^{(3)}(t; t_{12}/13, t_{23}) \right] \times E_{\text{LO}}^* (t - t_{34}) \, dt.$$  

(18)

Since $|E_{\text{LO}}| \gg |\rho^{(3)}|$, this greatly enhances the signal and facilitates detection even in situations where a lot of stray light is present. Due to the fact that fluctuations of the local oscillator are directly detected, best results are obtained with weak local oscillator pulses, typically attenuated by 3–4 decimal orders of magnitude compared to the excitation pulses. Most importantly, the local oscillator allows detection of the temporal profile and phase of the echo signal that contain essential information about the system dynamics. Although the temporal phase is not used in this study, the echo profile will be shown to be indispensable in revealing the glass transition.

A typical heterodyned echo trace is shown in Fig. 2b. In such an experiment, the time delays $t_{12}$ and $t_{23}$ were set at desirable values, and the time $t_{34}$ was scanned. To extract the actual echo profile, the pump–probe background contribution was subtracted by fitting the data with a slowly varying polynomial and subsequent removal of this baseline. The carrier frequency component was eliminated from the signal using a digital Fourier filter. The resulting profile was fitted with a Gaussian in order to obtain the position of the maximum of the profile, its width, and height.

The conventional requirement to setups for heterodyne detection is interferometric stability during experiments. However, the procedure of the signal processing used here, implies that the setup maintains such stability only within a single $t_{34}$ scan (about a minute). This allowed us omitting any experimentally complex active interferometric stabilization of the setup [67].

4. Results

In this section we discuss the results obtained from a variety of spectroscopic techniques on a DTTCl chromophore incorporated into the liquid/glass matrix. After a brief overview of the main experiments performed, we first focus our attention on the adequate description of the room-temperature data. With these in hand, the MBO analysis will be extended onto the lower temperatures by introducing temperature variance of the MBO modes.

4.1. Overview of the experiments

An overview of the main experiments that are considered when obtaining the SD is displayed in Fig. 3. These plots are meant to give a concise outline of the effects of temperature on the outcome of the various spectroscopic experiments.

The absorption spectrum of DTTCl in EtOH/PD in Fig. 3a shows narrowing of the bands with decreasing temperature. Where at 300 K the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectrum is approximately 450 cm$^{-1}$, at 100 K this is reduced to approximately $330$ cm$^{-1}$ and at 3 K it is only approximately $260$ cm$^{-1}$. The spectrum also exhibits a small red-shift of $65$ cm$^{-1}$ at the lower temperatures.

Typical time-integrated three-pulse echo traces at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3b. The increasing inhomogeneous character of the solvation dynamics with decreasing temperature is obvious from the echo signals; they become wider, more asymmetric, and they peak at a later time. Whereas at 300 K the echo is approximately 40 fs wide, at 3 K this has become 80 fs at FWHM. The echo maximum shifts from nearly 9 fs at room temperature to over 22 fs at 3 K. Although the echo stretches to longer times at lower temperatures, the nanosecond decays observed in the experiments with picosecond pulses are not present here [28,74].

The echo-peak shift measurements as a function of the waiting time $t_{13}$ reflect the above temperature dependence as illustrated by Fig. 3c. As the temperature drops, the dynamics become visibly slower, and correspondingly the echo-peak shift increases. The signal decays fast at short times which at first glance seems to be temperature independent. A region that is characterized by several recurrences of the echo-peak shift follows this decay. These quantum beats, which are caused by the intramolecular vibrational motions of the chromophores [31,55,56,66–69], do not change their frequency substantially at lower temperature but seem to increase in amplitude while the damping of the vibrations seems to slow down. The long tail of the echo-peak shift signal is an indication of the coupling of the chromophore to diffusional modes of the solvent. This part of the echo-peak shift function shows the increased static portion of the correlation function with decreasing temperature by becoming nearly constant. This decrease of the slope at times longer than 2 ps clearly indicates that the modes related to diffusional solvent motion are frozen out.

The effects of temperature on the vibrational dynamics can be readily observed in the 3PEPS traces in Fig. 3c as the quantum beats become more prominent at lower temperatures although little seems to change as soon as the glass temperature is passed ($T_g = 150$ K). This lack of change below $T_g$ is the first signature of the glass transition that is apparent from superficial inspection of the experimental data (vide infra). Fitting the traces with exponentially damped cosine functions yields the relative amplitudes, frequencies and decays of the three main vibrational modes: 0.9, 150 cm$^{-1}$, 150 fs; 0.03, 380 cm$^{-1}$, 500 fs; and 0.07, 485 cm$^{-1}$, 700 fs, respectively. These values corroborate well with the previously published data [31,67,68,75], and will be rectified later while applying the full-scale modeling. As has been suggested earlier, the waiting time of 210 fs offers an outstanding opportunity to suppress the intramolecular vibrational contribution onto the experimental observables. First, at this time the most
prominent 150 cm$^{-1}$ mode is almost in its first recurrence (the period is $\sim$220 fs). Second, by a coincidence the 485 cm$^{-1}$ mode is in its third recurrence (the period $\sim$70 fs). Third, the amplitude of the 380 cm$^{-1}$ mode is negligibly small as compared to the other two and therefore its influence is minimized. We will use the 210 fs waiting time in a number of heterodyne-detected experiments to suppress intramolecular vibrational involvement that masks the true solvent dynamics.

Finally, in Fig. 3d the position of the maximum of the HDPE signal is displayed at two different temperatures. In the HDPE experiment, the echo field is heterodyned by a fourth pulse, the local oscillator [31]. By scanning the delay between the last two pulses ($t_{34}$) for a set of fixed timings of the first two ($t_{12}$), time-resolved interferometric echo profiles are obtained. For extracting information regarding the homogeneous vs. inhomogeneous contributions to the line broadening, the position of the echo maximum has proven to be instructive [31]. For instance, in the framework of the Bloch model [76], the echo maximum peaks at

$$t_{34}^{\text{max}} = t_{12} - \frac{(T_{2}^{\text{inhom}})^2}{T_2},$$

(19)

where $T_{2}^{\text{inhom}}$ and $T_2$ are the inhomogeneous and homogeneous phase relaxation times, respectively, which can be obtained from the graph presented by Eq. (19). If the line broadening is perfectly static, the time-resolved profile peaks at $t_{34} = t_{12}$ at all times that $t_{12} > 0$. At the other extreme, a totally homogeneous system, profiles always peak at $t_{34} = 0$ fs. In the more sophisticated models of solvent dynamics [30], a relation similar to Eq. (19) also holds although the interpretation of the relaxation times becomes somewhat different [31].

From a fleeting glance at Fig. 3d one could immediately conclude that the plot of the time-resolved echo maximum position follows Eq. (19) reasonably well. From this relation one infers that the estimated dephasing time at 60 K is $T_2 \simeq 60$ fs as discussed in more detail in the next sections. Furthermore, if one compares the widths and heights of these traces (not shown) it becomes evident that the transient echo signal broadens with decreasing temperature,
and peaks at a later time. The former corresponds to the narrowing of the absorption spectra as the temperature lowers (Fig. 3a), while the latter indicates their increased inhomogeneity which, of course, can not be directly deduced from the spectra.

4.2. Room-temperature data

In this section, we outline the procedures according to which different experimental data sets were processed. As a starting point, the room-temperature data are used, as much is known for the dye DTTCI dissolved in ethylene glycol from the work by de Boeij where 8 MBO modes were applied to describe the dynamics [31, 67, 68, 75]. The characteristic properties of the EtOH/PD mixture are quite similar to those of ethylene glycol making this the perfect choice for a reference. In the next section, temperature variations of the 8 MBO mode parameters will be introduced to explain the temperature-dependent data.

All of the above experiments reflect particular aspects of the SD associated with the system-bath dynamics. For instance, the absorption and emission spectra are indicative of the overall static coupling strength parameter \( \langle A^2 \rangle \) and the total reorganization energy \( \lambda \). The 2PE and 3PE signals are mostly susceptible to the slow parts of the correlation function while the longitudinal 3PE decay is especially useful to determine the low-frequency intramolecular modes. Alternatively, as explained above, the 3PEPS trace bears great resemblance to the overall correlation function of the energy gap, except for the shortest timescales. In turn, the fast part of the correlation function is best determined through analysis of the time-resolved HDPE traces, as indicated above.

Therefore, all the results at all temperatures from all these techniques have to be taken into account when simulating the temperature dependence of the solute-solvent correlation function or SD in the framework of the MBO model. The iterative numerical procedure that is needed to calculate the correlation function and the corresponding spectral density in this manner was described earlier [31, 67, 68]. It involves the simultaneous fitting of all spectra, integrated echo traces and transient echo profiles with the results from the calculations. Improvements in computer technology and optimizations of the algorithms used in the calculations have made it possible to perform these calculations on a small cluster of 10 ordinary off-the-shelf desktop PC’s.

The calculations of the transient third-order polarization \( P^3(t) \) were performed through the threefold integration of the complete expressions of Eq. (7) and the nonlinear response functions. The actual pulse shapes were taken into account and all possible pulse permutations were incorporated in the computations. After the non-linear polarization was obtained, the simulated signals of the respective experiments were calculated using the appropriate expressions given by Eqs. (17) and (18).

The contributions to the line broadening functions \( g(t) \) were, depending on the nature of the mode under consideration, either evaluated directly, whenever an exact expression of this function was available (see Refs. [77, 63]) or through numerical integration of the corresponding part of the spectral density. To do this, Eqs. (9)–(11) were rewritten as

\[
\text{Re}[g(t)] = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{\infty} C(\omega) \coth \left( \frac{\hbar \omega}{2k_B T} \right) \frac{1 - \cos[\omega t]}{\omega^2} \, d\omega \tag{20}
\]

and

\[
\text{Im}[g(t)] = -\lambda t + \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{\infty} \frac{C(\omega)}{\omega^2} \sin[\omega t] \, d\omega. \tag{21}
\]

In this way the line broadening function can be evaluated numerically by calculating only two single integrals. At room temperature the data were simulated with the set of oscillators outlined in the corresponding column of Table 1.

In earlier work [31], the fastest initial decay was modeled with a quasi-continuum of undamped bath modes with a GSD (see Eq. (16)). For reasons that are discussed in the following sections both the fast intramolecular mode and the inertial solvent mode are modeled here by a single correlation function:

\[
M(t) = \frac{\Delta s^2}{\tau_0} \exp \left[ -\frac{t^2}{\tau_0^2} \right]. \tag{22}
\]

This Gaussian correlation function (GCF) is associated with the following expression for the corresponding SD \( C(\omega) \):

\[
C(\omega) = \frac{\Delta s^2 \hbar \omega}{\sqrt{\pi}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\omega^2 \tau_0^2}{4} \right]. \tag{23}
\]

Besides the fast component to the correlation function, the optical transition of DTTCI is coupled to three distinct intramolecular vibrational modes modeled with UBO’s (see Eq. (12)). These modes model the periodical recurrences of the observed optical coherence.

Further on, the correlation function decays on three picosecond time scales (sometimes masked by the quantum beats) that reflect collective (diffusional) solvent motions. This part of the decay is modeled by means of three SOBO’s (see Eq. (14)). A final extra SOBO with a decay time effectively set to infinity (\( \gtrsim 1 \) ns) was used to model the residual inhomogeneity that was invariably found in the response of viscous liquids.

Figs. 3–7 outline the results of simulations using the above parameters and expressions. They demonstrate that the set of parameters from Table 1 can be used to describe all room-temperature experiments adequately.

Fig. 4 displays the emission and absorption spectra at room temperature. Note that the part of the DTTCI absorption spectrum around 14,200 cm\(^{-1} \) that is due to excited modes of the conjugated rings of the dye has been largely subtracted to facilitate the comparison of the experimental and simulated data. The calculated spectra fit the
The temperature dependence of the fitting parameters of the harmonic modes used to simulate the optical response of DTTCI in EtOH/PD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrafast mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian decay (GCF)</td>
<td>$\lambda_0 = 850 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\tau_0 = 20 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$30 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$80 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$125 \text{ fs}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramolecular modes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrational modes (UBO)</td>
<td>$\lambda_4 = 150 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>$127 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$117 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$95 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_5 = 37 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>$150 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$182 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$317 \text{ fs}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_6 = 380 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>$43 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$41 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$37 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_7 = 3.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>$500 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$600 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$1 \text{ ps}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_8 = 485 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>$81 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$78 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$74 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_9 = 11 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_6$</td>
<td>$670 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$800 \text{ fs}$</td>
<td>$1.3 \text{ ps}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvent modes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly overdamped modes (SOBO)</td>
<td>$\delta_5 = 20 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>$91 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$83 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$65 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_6$</td>
<td>$0.5 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$0.75 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$1 \text{ ns}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_6 = 54 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_7$</td>
<td>$150 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$137 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$106 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_8$</td>
<td>$2.5 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$3.75 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$1 \text{ ns}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_7 = 39 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_9$</td>
<td>$128 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$116 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$90 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{10}$</td>
<td>$100 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$150 \text{ ps}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_8 = 46 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_{11}$</td>
<td>$139 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$126 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$98 \text{ cm}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{12}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
<td>$&gt;1 \text{ ns}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MBO-column indicates whether or not the temperature dependence of a particular parameter follows directly from the MBO mode (see text for discussion).

$^a$ Only above the glass transition.

Fig. 4. Absorption and emission spectra at 300 K and the results of the corresponding simulations. The absorption due to ring modes at 14,000 cm$^{-1}$ has been subtracted from the overall spectrum (see text for details).

The quality of the modeling of 3PE traces can be judged from Fig. 5a. The simulations of longitudinal 3PE profiles (Fig. 5b) show that the quantum beats that are modeled by the three UBO’s, are reproduced perfectly, as well as recurrences in the 3PEPS signal (Fig. 6).

Next, a typical time-resolved trace and the corresponding calculations are shown in Fig. 7a. The maximum heights of a series of these traces is compared with the amplitude of the 3PE in Fig. 7b, and shows that the square root of the time-integrated signal matches the heights of the transient echoes.

In Fig. 3d the position of the maximum extracted from a fit of the transients with a Gaussian profile is plotted as a function of the coherence time. Fig. 3d confirms that the calculations match the experimental data closely which means that the parameter set from Table 1 satisfactorily describes both the fast and slow parts of the correlation functions at room temperature. The plots of the maxima at other temperatures will be discussed in the next section of this paper.

All the aforementioned shows that all experiments at room temperature can be reproduced reasonably well with the parameter set presented in Table 1. At first sight an optimization space spanned by nearly 30 free parameters might seem rather excessive. However, it is important to realize that not all these factors are free to take any value. For example, the amplitude $A_i$ of each mode is related to the reorganization energy $\lambda_i$ associated with that mode through the equations outlined above. Although adding more BO modes would of course improve the agreement between experiment and simulation, it is not possible to describe the data accurately with fewer oscillators. The fast initial 3PEPS decay shows clear evidence of two components, and the longitudinal echo traces necessitate the use of at least three UBO’s. The diffusive solvent modes are determined by three SOBO’s.

Now that the room-temperature data are described adequately by the current set of BO’s, we verify how these oscillators can be used to describe the data at different temperatures.
4.3. Temperature-dependent data

The SD is the key quantity in modeling the system-bath interactions. In a first approach it is supposed not to be dependent on temperature with temperature effects still incorporated in the MBO model through the Boltzmann term in Eq. (20). On the same footing the parameters of the different types of modes depend on temperature. For instance, for an UBO the amplitude can be calculated from the associated reorganization energy and the temperature as follows from Eq. (13). If the HTL holds, the amplitude of the frequency excursions associated with a SOBO depend on temperature through Eq. (15). These temperature dependencies are incorporated in the line broadening function $g(t)$ through the correlation functions $M^0(t)$ and $M_0^0(t)$ (see Eqs. (9)–(11)). It should be noted that the modes associated with the GCF cannot obey the HTL. At room temperature, modes with the correlation time faster than $\gamma C_2^4$ do not satisfy this limit, at 30 K the HTL no longer holds for modes faster than $\sim 150$ fs and at 3 K even the quickest diffusional mode might not meet the constraints of the HTL.

Even so, if the 300 K parameter set is considered to describe a temperature-independent SD, the model is still capable of accommodating temperature variations. How-
ever, it is not likely that the SD remains unchanged over the whole temperature range from 300 to 3 K, especially since this range includes a phase transition. Consequently, some additional temperature dependence of the SD needs to be incorporated in a model that makes physical sense, while varying as few BO parameters as little as possible. Furthermore, such an approach should explain all experiments within the confines of the MBO model.

In the following, the outcomes of several decisive experiments are presented at several temperatures. In order to establish the need for a SD that depends on the temperature, some of these experiments are compared both to calculations that were based on a temperature-dependent and a temperature-independent SD.

Close inspection of experimental data at various temperatures shows that the most apparent temperature-dependent feature is the damping constant of the quantum beats as seen in longitudinal echo decays (Fig. 8) and 3PEPS plots (Fig. 3c). When the longitudinal 3PE plots (Fig. 8) and the corresponding calculations (lines) according to Table 1.

Fig. 8. The longitudinal 3PE traces at $t_{32} = 40$ fs at several temperatures (symbols) and the corresponding calculations (lines) according to Table 1.

3PEPS plots (Fig. 3c). When the longitudinal 3PE traces at beats as seen in longitudinal echo decays (Fig. 8) and the dent feature is the damping constant of the quantum temperatures shows that the most apparent temperature-dependent feature, some of these experiments are compared both to calculations that were based on a temperature-dependent and a temperature-independent SD.

The data in Fig. 9 can be described by the following relation:

$$\gamma_i = \begin{cases} 
2\gamma_{\text{room}} \frac{T - T_g}{T_{\text{room}} - T_g} + (1 - \alpha)\gamma_{\text{room}} & \text{for } T \geq T_g, \\
(1 - \alpha)\gamma_{\text{room}} & \text{for } T < T_g.
\end{cases}$$

(24)

Here $\gamma_{\text{room}}$ is the value of $\gamma_i$ at room temperature $T_{\text{room}}$, and $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$. In a global analysis, at the glass point the damping is typically halved with respect to room temperature, and becomes temperature independent below $T_g$. It is reasonable to assume that when the bath dynamics slow down, the vibrational energy of the chromophore dissipates slower. However, the particular choice for a linear temperature dependence is made on solely phenomenological grounds.

At the same time, when considering the solvent modes, it is reasonable to expect that diffusion vanishes below the glass temperature. Therefore, a temperature dependence was introduced for SOBO’s, that is consistent with the freezing out of solvent diffusional modes. The conjecture is a scheme in which all modes show the temperature dependence through the relations within the MBO model as outlined above while the diffusional and dissipation times are sensitive to the temperature. The data were adequately described at all temperatures below $T_g$ by setting the parameters of the $i$th SOBO as follows: $A_i$ was set to its value at the glass temperature according to Eq. (15), and the correlation time $A_i^{-1}$ was set to infinity (>1 ns). Therefore, the strongly overdamped solvent modes were considered as contributing to the overall static inhomogeneity below the phase transition temperature. Above the glass temperature, similarly to Eq. (24), $A_i$ was set to linearly increase from zero to its value at room temperature:

$$A_i = A_{\text{room}} \frac{T - T_g}{T_{\text{room}} - T_g}.$$

(25)

The behavior expressed in Eq. (25) is inspired by the Vogel–Fulcher equation describing non-Arrhenius relaxation in glass-forming liquids [11,12]. Here the divergence temperature of the Vogel–Fulcher equation is set equal to the glass temperature.

So far, the proposed scenario is simple and physically appealing, since it only implies the slowing down of solvent modes and vibrational energy dissipation as the glass transition is approached. Unfortunately, it yields too little inhomogeneity at temperatures well below $T_g$ which results in strongly underestimated values of echo-peak shift values. This is illustrated by Fig. 10a that shows the difference between the calculated 3PEPS using the parameters.

Fig. 9. The temperature dependence of the damping of the 150 cm$^{-1}$ vibrational mode of DTTCl in EtOH/PdI shows the effect of the glass transition (grey bar) on the vibrational mode, when only changes to the vibrational modes are considered. The dotted line is a fit to the data with Eq. (24).
temperature variation as introduced above by Eqs. (24) and (25), and the experimental 3PEPS data at several waiting times as a function of temperature. The parameters of the fast mode were set to match the data at room temperature. Clearly, an offset exists between the calculated echo-peak shift and its experimental values which is virtually independent on the waiting time. This indicates that the correlation time of the fastest MBO mode, introduced in the previous section by Eq. (22) must also vary with temperature:

$$M(t) = \frac{A_0^2}{\tau_0(T)} \exp \left[-\frac{t^2}{\tau_0(T)^2}\right]. \tag{26}$$

By increasing the characteristic timescale $\tau_0$ of this mode with decreasing temperature, the echo decay slows enough to let the simulated 3PEPS coincide with the experimental values. As the 3PEPS does not vary linearly with the correlation time of this fast mode, a simple linear temperature dependence is not capable explaining the experimental results in a satisfactorily manner. In simulation the temperature dependence of the characteristic time was chosen ad hoc to be exponential:

$$\tau_0 = \tau_1 \exp \left[-\frac{T}{\tau_0}\right]. \tag{27}$$

Note that other parameterization functions, in particular, involving both time and amplitude could have been used as well.

The dependence of the correlation time on temperature expressed by Eq. (27) is shown in Fig. 10b while the contribution of the mode presented described by Eq. (26) to the overall SD is depicted in Fig. 10c. These values were obtained by setting $\tau_0 = 107$ K and $\tau_1 = 320$ fs as follows from the room-temperature data. The amplitude $A_0$ of the mode was taken to be temperature independent. Since at all temperatures the characteristic time of the GCF is still shorter than those of any other modes, the contribution of the fast mode varies as $\propto A^2/\tau_0$. Therefore, with the temperature decrease, first, the SD of the bath fluctuations decreases in amplitude, and second, it spans a narrower spectral region (Fig. 10c). As the fast intramolecular mode is associated with vibrational dephasing and/or inertial solvent motion, both trends meet the intuitive expectations. Nonetheless, the implied temperature dependence does not follow automatically from the MBO model, most probably, due to the breakdown of the assumption of linear coupling to the vibronic manifold.

The difference between the simulated echo-peak shift data without and with the temperature-dependent GCF is represented by the solid line in Fig. 10a. This shows that the chosen temperature dependence given by Eq. (27) is effective in eliminating the last remaining difference between the simulated 3PEPS traces and the experimental data. After this final tweak the scenario, with all relevant parameters outlined in Table 1, yields good results. Of course, having more parameters that vary more freely with temperature can improve the match between experimental data and the calculations, but the proposed scenario is the simplest of all tested arrangements.

The first evidence of the ability of this scenario to describe the data is with the temperature dependence of the absorption spectra (Fig. 11). To emphasize the need for a temperature-dependent SD to accurately simulate the data, the absorption spectra were also calculated with a temperature-independent SD (the grey triangles). The spectra can be reproduced over the complete temperature range reasonably well if the correlation time of the GCF obeys Eq. (27). In contrast, with the temperature-independent SD most of the broadening is missed at low temperatures.

The longitudinal echo traces are well reproduced, too, as demonstrated in Fig. 8. These traces especially reinforce the necessity of making the damping of the vibrational modes temperature dependent. The temperature dependence of the parameters that make up the UBO modes is characterized accurately. Close inspection shows that although there
is some room for improvement of the fits, the data do not yield evidence enough for more complicated schemes than the one described in Eqs. (24)–(27).

The 3PE echo profiles are reproduced similarly well at all waiting times and temperatures (Fig. 12) except for short waiting times (<1 ps) at very low temperatures (<5 K). Since at these times and temperatures the HTL no longer holds, the mismatch between experiment and simulation in the last panel of Fig. 12 is to be expected. Otherwise the echo width and echo position are reproduced accurately. Again, the lack of temperature dependence of the fast mode would result in too narrow echo signals at temperature below 300 K. In addition, the maxima of the echoes (i.e. echo-peak shifts) would have been strongly underestimated.

The echo-peak shift data are reproduced reasonably well at the various temperatures which also demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed scenario. Fig. 3c shows evidence of the separation of the fast intramolecular modes not being sensitive to the glass transition, and the slow diffusive solvent modes that are susceptible to that. Although at some temperatures the experimental asymptotic long-time echo-peak shift is not perfectly accounted for in the simulations, the trends of the values are replicated quite well. The mismatch between experiment and simulations is too small to warrant further refinement of the proposed temperature dependence.

Fig. 13 plots the detailed temperature-dependent data of the 3PEPS at two waiting times that correspond to the first vibrational recurrence at 210 fs and almost full relaxation at room temperature at 100 ps. The temperature dependence of these echo-peak shifts is emulated by the simulations. Interestingly enough, the short time echo-peak shift shows little evidence of a discontinuity at the phase transition around 150 K. Only at long waiting times the glass to liquid transition is visible in the experimental 3PEPS results. This is reasonable to expect, since the fast modes are not sensitive to this change in the bath dynamics, and the solvent modes are too slow to influence the echo-peak shift at the 210 fs waiting time. At even lower temperatures, as the system becomes more inhomogeneous, the solvent relaxation nearly vanishes altogether. The offset between
these two data sets at temperatures below the glass transition originates mainly from the vibrational relaxation of the 150 cm\(^{-1}\) intramolecular mode, and the temperature-dependent terms in Eq. (20).

Finally, Fig. 14 shows the temperature dependence of the HDPE data. Here, positions of the maxima of transient echo traces are depicted at various temperatures and two waiting times. As with the room-temperature data, the maxima of the Gaussian fits to the transient echo traces are plotted as a function of the coherence time. The positions of the maxima also compare well with the theoretical predictions based on the proposed scenario for the temperature dependence of the BO parameters. Decreasing the temperature and decreasing the waiting time have a similar effect on the plots: the time-resolved echo peaks closer to the delay between the first excitation pulses (diagonal lines).

Fig. 15 summarizes the temperature dependence of the maximum of several slices of these echo maximum profiles at a waiting time of \(t_{13} = 210\) fs at different temperatures. It is immediately clear that the system grows to be more static at lower temperatures. From 300 K to the glass temperature at 150 K, the dynamics slow down in a linear fashion. Then, deceleration of the solvent dynamics seemingly comes to a halt around the glass temperature. At longer coherence times at low temperatures the maxima are positioned at nearly the same delay as the corresponding coherence time, indicating a primarily static and inhomogeneous character of the dephasing dynamics. Note that the glass transition is clearly discernable in the experimental HDPE data even at the 210 fs waiting time (Fig. 15), as opposed to the temperature-dependent 3PEPS data (Fig. 13). The origin of this phenomenon originated from the breakdown of the linear dependence of the correlation function on the echo-peak shift under overwhelming inhomogeneity of the optical transition [31,55,56,67–69], will be addressed in detail elsewhere [77].

5. Discussion

The scenario for the temperature dependence of the spectral density introduced in the previous section has been used to successfully simulate the experimental data. The choices implemented in this scenario are made mainly on phenomenological grounds. The feasibility and credibility of these grounds are discussed in further detail in this section.

Within the MBO model, when still taking the shape of the spectral density as temperature independent, the amplitude of the frequency fluctuations \(\Delta\) are assumed to depend on temperature while the associated reorganization
The damping of the slow intramolecular modes discussed here, is determined by how quickly the vibrational energy dissipates into the surrounding solvent. In the absence of a solid theoretical framework the choice for linear variation of the damping of the underdamped oscillator with temperature follows readily from the experimental longitudinal 3PE data, as can be seen in Fig. 9. The damping rates are relatively moderate, at the subpicosecond time scale. The slower relaxation processes, related to structural equilibration, should correlate well with the Stokes–Einstein equation that provides the relation between the self-diffusion coefficient $D$ and the viscosity $\eta$ [80]:

$$D(\eta) = \frac{kT}{6\pi\eta r}.$$ (28)

A similar relation exists for the rotational reorientation time, the Debye–Einstein relation [80]. Therefore, as the diffusion coefficient decreases linearly with temperature, the microscopic structural relaxation times will increase in a similar fashion. It has been established that this concept of evaluating hydrodynamic and thermodynamic functions of the solvent can be used to describe the solute–solvent coupling [81,82]. The linear character of temperature dependence has been observed in Raman spectra of amorphous metal solids [83], and in IR pump–probe studies on the temperature-dependent vibrational relaxation times of carbonyl solutes in various liquids [84,85]. Although this evidence is indirect, it indicates that the linear temperature dependence of the vibrational relaxation in the experiments presented here is reasonably realistic.

The temperature dependence of the inverse correlation time $\tau_i$ of the strongly overdamped modes is established using the same concept of correlated temperature dependencies of relaxation times. As it is reasonable to expect that all diffusive motion disappears at temperatures below the glass transition, this temperature is used as the divergence temperature in a Vogel–Fulcher description [11,12]. This can be regarded as a first-order approach to model non-Arrhenius relaxation in glass-forming liquids. This is also in line with transient-dichroism experiments which have demonstrated a similar correlation with viscosity and temperature [86–94].

The main experimental motivation for the linear temperature dependence of the inverse correlation time $\tau_i$ of the solvent modes above the glass temperature was the temperature dependence of the HDPE traces, as displayed in Fig. 15. The apparent linear temperature dependence of the echo maximum position, especially for longer coherence times, means that the inhomogeneous character of the system increases proportionally as the glass transition is approached (cp. Eq. (19)).

The maximum of the transient echo signal is found by differentiating Eq. (18) with respect to local oscillator time $t_o$, and finding the zero crossing. From this, in a first order approximation the linear dependence of the maximum

energy $\lambda_i$ is a constant. The justification of this lies in the fact that in the framework of the MBO model the reorganization energy is directly connected with the displacement $d$ between the ground and excited-state potential energy surfaces of the chromophores along the generalized solvent coordinate [78]. Also, the absorption spectra exhibit some narrowing of their widths at lower temperatures which is consistent with decreasing of the frequency fluctuations amplitude. Finally, the argument that the Stokes shift (that is directly related to the reorganization energy) decreases with decreasing temperature, is refuted by noticing that the time scale at which the solvent reorganization occurs, at low temperatures becomes much longer than the excited-state lifetime. Therefore, the population relaxes long before the solvent has a chance to get reorganized and therefore to produce the frequency-shifted fluorescence.

The temperature dependence of the remaining BO parameters (i.e., reorganization energy $\lambda_i$, damping $\gamma_i$ and frequency $\omega_i$) is rarely discussed in current literature. Gu et al. remarked that in their full quantum mechanical treatment of an electronic excitation linearly coupled to multiple passively damped harmonic oscillators, the damping coefficient should be regarded as a function of temperature and frequency $\gamma_i = \gamma_i(T, \omega)$ [79]. They also noted that the specific temperature dependence is especially relevant if one considers the effects of a phase transition of the solvent. The ultimate cause of the damping of the UBO modes is the interaction of the optical system with the environmental solvent shells, and one would expect a large effect on the damping from the fluid’s viscosity. Therefore, the authors concluded that the temperature dependence of $\gamma_i$ is determined by the specific physical origin of the damping of the mode under consideration. For these reasons in the last column of Table 1 the parameters that vary with temperature purely following Eqs. (13) and (15) are indicated as following directly from the MBO model, whereas the temperature dependence of the damping parameters $\gamma_i$ and $\tau_i$ is not included in the model.

![Fig. 15. The position of the maximum of the time-resolved echo profile at different coherence times $t_{12}$ as a function of temperature (symbols) and the corresponding calculations (lines). The waiting time was set at 210 fs.](image-url)
position of $t_{\text{max}}$ on the inverse correlation time is derived at long coherence times:

$$t_{\text{max}} = t_{12} - \frac{A_i}{A_j^2}. \quad (29)$$

A linear temperature dependence of the diffusive solvent mode parameters is consistent with this result. Another functional form of this temperature dependence will not be consistent with the data because of the connection between the 3PEPS and the HDPE results. Changing the parameters of the strongly overdamped modes to let the simulations match, for instance, the echo-peak shift data will also change the simulated transient echo maximum position.

Whereas the temperature dependence of the parameters of the above modes is in accordance with the physical interpretation of the associated relaxation processes, that of the fastest intramolecular correlation decay is not. The temperature dependence of the modes associated with the GCF does not follow naturally from the interpretation that this correlation decay stems from ultrafast dephasing of the vibronic manifold. The fast inertial solvent contribution found in studies of liquid dynamics in the femtosecond time domain is not necessarily viscosity dependent. Here the amplitude of the GCF was taken to vary exponentially with temperature in a nearly linear fashion. The correlation time of this decay stems from ultrafast dephasing of the vibronic manifold.

The solvation dynamics of DTTCI in a PD/EtOH mixture have been studied by measuring the optical dephasing of a coherently excited ensemble of chromophores in a liquid/glass surrounding. The solvent, a glass-forming liquid, has been cooled from room temperature down to 3 K, a temperature range that includes the glass transition of this liquid at 150 K. Temperature-dependent optical dephasing in condensed matter has never been studied over a temperature range this wide nor through a phase transition.

The optical dephasing has been studied through the third-order optical polarization by means of two and three-pulse photon echo experiments, echo-peak shift measurements, heterodyned photon echoes, and the linear spectra. The results of all these experiments have been interpreted in terms of the multimode Brownian oscillator model. It was found that a temperature-independent spectral density of states cannot be used to describe the experimental results. However, varying this spectral density in a manner that follows readily from the physical interpretation associated with the various modes, yields excellent results.

Underdamped modes that represent vibrational modes of the chromophore are found to have damping rates that are proportional with temperature down to the glass transition, and temperature independent below that. This reflects slower vibrational energy dissipation at lower temperatures into the bath.

The strongly overdamped modes that are associated with slow diffusional solvent motion also depend on temperature in a nearly linear fashion. The correlation time of these modes increases with decreasing temperature until the glass transition. When all diffusional solvent motion is frozen out, the correlation times become infinitely long. This corresponds well with solidification of the solvent.

Since changing parameters like the damping rate of underdamped modes always changes the spectral density, the MBO model cannot capture the temperature dependence above the glass temperature. Only in a solvent that does not show major changes in its thermodynamic bulk properties, the MBO model does properly account for the temperature dependence of the optical response of the system by only varying the thermal occupation of the bath. This is, for instance, the case in a polymer below its glass transition point [40–42]. However, even then the temperature dependence of the ultrafast intramolecular dephasing is likely to cause problems at lower temperatures.

The description of the ultrafast mode was changed from the spectral distribution of undamped modes used by de Boeij et al. to a Gaussian correlation decay that is associated with a spectral density that goes linearly to zero with the frequency. The SD has to approach zero at the lowest frequencies in this manner in order to have a description that yields reasonable polarization decays. The characteristic time of this decay was found to depend exponentially on temperature.

In this paper the effects of temperature on solvation dynamics have been studied by measuring the optical dephasing of a coherently excited ensemble of chromophores in a liquid/glass surrounding. The solvent, a glass-forming liquid, has been cooled from room temperature down to 3 K, a temperature range that includes the glass transition of this liquid at 150 K. Temperature-dependent optical dephasing in condensed matter has never been studied over a temperature range this wide nor through a phase transition.

The optical dephasing has been studied through the third-order optical polarization by means of two and three-pulse photon echo experiments, echo-peak shift measurements, heterodyned photon echoes, and the linear spectra. The results of all these experiments have been interpreted in terms of the multimode Brownian oscillator model. It was found that a temperature-independent spectral density of states cannot be used to describe the experimental results. However, varying this spectral density in a manner that follows readily from the physical interpretation associated with the various modes, yields excellent results.
The 3PEPS results at a waiting time of 210 fs do not show signs of the glass transition because the solvent modes are too slow to have a noticeable effect on the echo-peak shift at that time. This demonstrates the importance of time resolving the echo signal with a heterodyning field. In the HDPE results at the same waiting time, the glass transition is clearly discernible. It underlines the strengths of this technique; the heterodyned data allow for a much better separation of the contributions of the various modes. The HDPE technique can reveal dynamics that would have gone unnoticed in a time-integrated experiment.

From all this it can be concluded that especially time-resolved optical techniques are powerful tools in studying the ins and outs of solvation dynamics. Here it was shown that a PD/EtOH mixture shows large aberrations from Arrhenius behavior, and can therefore be considered a fragile liquid. The temperature dependence of bulk properties such as self-diffusion and viscosity in super-cooled liquids in general is complex, and cannot easily be described by a single relation. Furthermore the temperature dependence in this regime in this solvent was sampled to coarsely to allow detailed comparisons between the temperature dependence of the bath modes and that of bulk properties. However, the measurements did show strong aberrations from Arrhenius temperature dependence and justified the use of an approach that incorporates a divergence temperature.

The difficulty in studying solvation dynamics through optical dephasing lies in the precise characterization of all the contributions to the correlation decay and the subsequent separation of intramolecular modes and solvent modes. The photon echo experiments are also inherently ensemble experiments and therefore not sensitive to the non-ergodic aspects of the glass transition and the solvation dynamics of the super-cooled liquid. It would be naïve to expect the MBO model to describe a system going through dramatic changes with a single static spectral density of states. However, this does not invalidate this model, but it rather shows that when modeling an optical response with a linearly coupled harmonic bath the model has to be applied with caution.

Furthermore, the MBO model does not include any difference between the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited states. If these surfaces are not identical, the energy gap is no longer linearly coupled to the generalized solvation coordinate, and quadratic coupling terms need to be considered as well. This leads to extra dephasing terms that should be taken into account. Possible anharmonicity of the potential energy surfaces is yet another relevant process that leads to the appearance of the non-linear coupling. This is less likely to be important at room temperature as the fast bath dynamics ensure the Gaussian statistics of the fluctuations of the energy gap. However, at temperatures below the glass transition the bath dynamics become far more static, and therefore the averaging of the solvent motions might be less effective making the Gaussian character of the statistics of the collective solvent coordinate is less probable. In either case, the second-order cumulate truncation of the non-linear response functions cannot be used. On top of that, the Condon approximation (i.e. independence of the transition dipole moment on the generalized solvation coordinate) becomes questionable as it was pointed out for IR photon echo spectroscopy on liquid water [95]. Fortunately, the impressive progress in computational power allows lifting these approximations thereby directly calculating the non-linear response functions.
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